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Lighting up the Sheiling
We

have

continued

to

see

wonderfully

heart-warming and positive developments across

our site over the last few months. One of the most
exciting projects-and a student favourite-has been
the donation and installation of a traffic crossing.

Siemens Mobility kindly donated and fitted a fully

operational system and their team has worked
incredibly hard on developing and delivering this

project tailored specifically to our students. They
worked in conjunction with our Facilities Team and

both teams prepared and planned carefully so that
they could continue works within the Covid-19

restrictions thus enabling the project to be delivered
safely and providing a real highlight for us all.

Having a crossing within the safe surroundings of
our campus is hugely beneficial and, even after just
a few weeks, we can really feel how special it is.
We

were

able

representatives

to

from

welcome

Siemens

back

this

some

week

to

see the crossing being used and to receive
thank

you

collaged

cards

and

expertly

embroidered

crafted,

by

our

painted,

students.

The team were moved by the appreciation, wonderful
artwork and super demonstration of road safety.

We hope that, as we enter the New Year, it
might become safe to celebrate some of the

achievements of this year in our more usual
community celebration style and share in the

warmth that brings. For now, we will continue to be
thankful each time we use the crossing.

Amazing Artwork Bringing Joy
Upper School 2 have produced a beautiful calendar

It was a project that really brought the students

wet’ technique, stencils, wax crayons and paint on

everyone to enjoy. It has been such a success that

this term in Mini-Enterprise. They have used ‘wet on

together and gave something from them for

special paper.

they are already planning something similar for
Easter with cards and more artwork using Waldorf
techniques.

The students are looking forward to giving their
parents a calendar, a painting, a card and sample of
their crafts as a Christmas gift.

With all the fantastic artwork that was being created,
the students had the idea of creating their own ‘art

gallery’. They have built a gallery between Briery and

Linden and students from all classes are encouraged
to display their work so that all students and staff can
enjoy it.

Health and Therapy
Our lovely Health and Therapy Team spent a day

clearing an area ready for the development of a
sensory trail for students. The trail is a smaller

element encompassed by our large-scale sensory
garden project that will continue next year. It was hard
work but was made a lot of fun by bringing people

together focussed on the same outcome-of setting

off on a journey to create something that benefits our
students.

Our Glorious Garden
Our Sheiling Garden is always a special place to

visit. Every season there will be something new
to discover.

Gary, our gardener, and all of the

students that work hard with him help to make it a
truly special corner of our site.

College students have been collecting leaves
and green waste for our compost heap which is

steaming away already - it will be ready for next
Christmas!

The last few months have been no different with

interesting garden endeavours keeping it a favoured
location for students.

School classes have been making a “wicking bed”
which is a planter that only needs to be watered

once a fortnight in even the driest weather. They
are also providing food for the wormery every day.

One class-and, in particular, one very enthusiastic
and inspired young gardener-have created a “bog

garden” which other groups are enjoying planting
up with marginal plants.

They have all contributed to the making of a mini
pond which will hopefully become a home for frogs
and toads in the Spring; it even encompasses a

beach so hedgehogs can have a drink without the
risk of drowning.

Silver group demonstrated great teamwork and
made a decorative wreath and hung it on the fence.
They showed off their work to Pat from our Facilities

Team who had insipired them by sharing with them
how much he liked wreath-making.

Green group have been busy helping Gary and
James, our groundsman, to plant the banking by
the traffic crossing with bee friendly flowers and
shrubs that can cope with the shady aspect of its
location.

Students have all contributed to the ‘big dig’. They
dug up over 5lb of Jerusalem artichokes! Once the

artichokes were all up, students began planting
winter salads and brassicas for the Spring.

We have lots to look forward to in the Spring in our
beautiful garden.

Bottles Please!
Yellow group kindly ask for you to save 2L plastic

bottles for their bottle greenhouse project. A great
way to re-use Christmas plastic! Send these in
with your student at the start of term.

Fundraising Update
We are delighted to announce that groundworks have begun for our sensory garden and generous support for

this project means additional features have been added for our students. Work has begun behind Raphael,
our therapy building, and the aim is for completion in the Spring; we will keep you posted!

VR equipment is a valuable learning aid and we have been fortunate to receive funding for a set of equipment

which is now being used in college. Geoff, Deputy Head of College, has been working hard to develop VR

based scenarios to replace activities that have become more challenging to engage in within the community
during the current restrictions.

We very much appreciate anyone who is inspired to do their own fundraising so please let us know if you
would like to support us and then we can publicise your event! In addition, the Fundraising pages on our

website will continue to be updated with new ideas and initiatives of how you can support our students.
Please contact: hayley.ramm@thesheilingringwood.co.uk

Supporting Others

College Crafts

College students held a cake sale within their

Creativity and entrepreneurial spirit continue to be a

bubble in aid of Macmillan Cancer Support.

They enjoyed baking their delicious cakes and they

were a great success. Their sale raised a fantastic
£65 for Macmillan.

focal point in college. We are continually delighted
with new ideas and lovely products.

We have seen funky pumpkins, been sold luxurious
handmade soaps in student-designed packaging

and now we have delicious homemade tomato
chutney.

Festivals

YouTube, Website and
Virtual Tour

We have been delighted that both learning and

2020 and the situations faced as the result of the

celebration have been able to flourish through

for us, they have also been a voyage of discovery,

and staff. The vibrant festival calendar we all look

to changing environments.

Staff have planned, created, danced and embraced

Our response to early restrictions was to set up

life and enabling our students to learn the songs.

pandemic have been challenging for many but,

the dedication and creative thinking of students

demonstrating how we can successfully adapt

forward to has continued albeit in different ways.

a YouTube channel to work alongside our other

song to create videos that bringing our festivals to

social media channels enabling us to deliver

We often share celebrations online across video

and fun.

continue to develop and add digital resources to

engaging content which was both educational

We also launched our new website. It remains
www.thesheilingringwood.co.uk

and

is

and the joy on faces delivers uplifting warmth. We

accommodate changing circumstances whilst still
supporting our students.

regularly updated, easy to navigate and is more
accessible. We hope this helps not only current

students and staff but prospective students,
parents and potential employees to find out
more about us.

We created short virtual tour videos to allow
a glimpse into both school and college, what
they offer and a little insight to the wonderful

experience of being on our site. These videos
are on our YouTube channel but also easy to find
within school and college pages on the website.

Students decorated jars for a magical lantern walk,
learned more about poetry for Remembrance Day
and felt the enchantment of walking the Advent
spiral.

Students are now looking forward to the arrival

of Christmas and they are making fantastic tree
decorations and festive artwork. They have also

enjoyed learning some cheerful festive songs. Many
of these have been shared with other classes and
staff via video which has been a real treat.

From the Principal
This term has certainly seen its challenges, mainly

some Covid-safe changes. The Advent spiral marks

I am pleased that we have been able to contain

the darkness - which we all experience at this time

people within our community tested positive, our

to feel the connectedness and support from each

posed by the ongoing fight against Covid-19, but

the start of Advent and signifies our journey from

any potential infection spread. Even though some

of the year - towards the sharing of the candlelight

students have remained healthy and were able to

other’s light.

“amended” activities.

St Nicholas also visited the school children in the

In order to carry out track and trace, it is important

letter and goodies at each house.

attend education lessons and continue with their

form of passing by the windows and leaving his

for us to hear if your child becomes unwell during

the holiday period. Please email any information to
health@thesheilingringwood.co.uk

The government has recently reduced the selfisolation time from 14 days to 10 days. The 10-day

period was already in place for those who exhibited
Covid-19 symptoms, yet is now also in place for

those who are, or have been, in contact with a
person who has tested positive for Covid-19.

This year, there is a strong focus on emotional

wellbeing and this is necessary as the impact of

the changes to our lives is felt by everyone - it has
led to increased anxiety and fear yet, without fail,

the staff teams have continued their good work

with the students which is something we are very
grateful for within the senior management team.

Carol singing, which normally takes place as a large

group in the hall, has been arranged so that the

different house groups have walked round the site
in the early evening and sung the carols outside the
open windows to those inside - all very enjoyable!

The Sheiling’s YouTube channel has some of the
carols recorded for the students to enjoy wherever
they are, here or at home!

Advent time is always very special and some of the
festivals have continued to take place albeit with

Parent Forum
The Parent Forum met at the end of November and
it was a successful launch with 9 families joining

the Teams call with Joan, one of our trustees, and

specific and safe virtual location where info can be
shared and discussions can take place

myself. There was no formal agenda as, for the first

A further Parent Forum meeting has been

and wishes for the function of the Parent Forum.

via Teams, so please let Sharon know if you wish

meeting, everyone was invited to share their hopes

From listening to all the families, it is clear that there
is a need for further networking between parents on
different levels and with different focus:

• Support for prospective parents (as many of you

have experienced a “battle” to get your child into
the Sheiling)

• Communication between parents of the same
house or class group

• Exchanging information about important issues
(deputyship, EHCP amendments)

• Supporting each other for life beyond the Sheiling
- a daunting task that each of you face as your

scheduled for Wednesday 27th January at 7pm

to join the Parent Forum via: sharon.maclennan@
thesheilingringwood.co.uk

For those of you who missed the previous messages
about our new website, please do take a moment
to have a look as it now includes some virtual tours
and is also much easier to navigate:
www.thesheilingringwood.co.uk

Wishing you all a peaceful and light-filled Christmas;
enjoy and be safe!

Corine

child finishes their formal education years
Suggestions shared were:

• Q&A page on the new Sheiling website
• Parent Guide to include details of local attractions/
places to eat for those parents who come from
further afield for the day

• Sharing of email addresses to link parents up (with
options to opt in or out, obviously)

• Another organised event relating to a specific

topic followed by a buffet lunch next term - or

via Teams if Covid restrictions are still in place at
that time

• Sharing of information about potential future
destinations to further support successful

transitions to other provisions after education
here finishes

• Exploring ways for Sheiling parents to keep in

touch via a secure, online platform to provide a
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Policy Reminder

Our Environment

A reminder that our regulatory policies

Our Facilities Team have been busy making and installing
new signs for our site. These signs are part of a larger
project to refresh and improve signage across the campus.

and our Statement of Purpose are
reviewed regularly and are uploaded to

our website for easy access. To view
please visit our website on,

www.thesheilingringwood.co.uk.
However, if you would like a hard copy,

this can be accommodated-please just
get in touch.

The signs have been produced with our woodland
surroundings in mind and they not only serve an important
function for students, staff and visitors, but also work inline with our green ethos. The wood has come from trees
on our site that were assessed as needing to be felled due
to potential hazard. We had our own wood processed at a
local timber mill to be used for these signs. Our students
also have access to the wood for their own projects too.

Dates for
your Diary
Christmas Break
21st December - 1st January 2021
(inclusive)

We now have two go-kart and bicycle repair stations
onsite-one in school and one in college. These stations
are available for students to learn some light maintenance
skills. They look fantastic and our students love them.

Half Term
15th February - 19th February 2021
(inclusive)

Easter Break
31st March - 16th April 2021
(inclusive)

As always, we continue to be as eco-friendly as possible
engaging in many initiatives and developing new ideas.

Social Media
We are keeping our Twitter (@sheilingringwd), LinkedIn (The Sheiling Ringwood) and

Facebook (@sheilingringwood) pages up-to-date. These are a great way to see what is
happening across the campus, events, see great new pictures and even keep in touch.

Enjoy the Festive Break

